However, there are several intriguing points that we think need to be discussed further and elaborated upon.
1. To have a meaningful comparative analysis, the comparison groups should be matched for as many important variables as possible except for the variable to be measured, which in this case happens to be the surgical technique. However, the authors have used only three variables, viz. age, gender and fracture pattern. Several other factors that influence fracture healing and have not been compared include nutritional status, pre-injury activity status, smoking status, osteoporosis and the presence of systemic diseases. Also, the authors have not mentioned whether the quality of reduction and fixation was assessed and if so, whether it was comparable across the paired groups.
2. The fracture patterns included in the study are quite variable, ranging from simple patterns (AO type A), wedge patterns (AO type B) and comminuted patterns (AO type C). We believe that it is unrealistic to club all three categories together for a comparative analysis. Some interesting facts emerge from subgroup analysis of the comminuted (AO type C) fracture patterns. Although the number of cases is small, one can still appreciate the fact that three of four comminuted (AO type C) fractures (patients 7, 8, 9 and 10) united faster with the use of the MIPO technique. One case of four (25%) AO type C fractures developed osteomyelitis, whereas this complication was not seen in any case in the MIPO group. 3. The authors performed fibular fixation only for fractures involving the syndesmosis. However, many authors have reported that fibular fixation is a must for comminuted tibial fracture patterns. By restoring the lateral column, indirect reduction can be achieved and this also prevents fracture collapse [2, 3] .
To conclude, we believe it would be wrong to jump to the assumption that the MIPO technique is not superior to ORIF for all distal tibial fractures. Distal tibial fractures are a diverse group, ranging from simple fracture patterns to complex patterns. MIPO, when used with the principles of bridge plating, apparently seems to be the superior of the two techniques for the subgroup of comminuted (AO/OTA type C) fracture patterns. Large, multi-centre randomised controlled trials are needed to confirm or refute this observation.
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